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All of our parts are made with the best quality practices and materials for the required use except when 
stated they are hand laid up, sturdy but not overbuilt smooth straight and fit as good as original or 
better in most cases. Custom orders on request. Most parts are built to suit and not in stock. Deposits 
are required of 50% in most cases.  
 
CDN $ Freight and taxes extra. 

65-66 Shelby Parts fit mustangs too.  
Hood stock with fiberglass and Kevlar frame    $650.00  
Hood with 67 shelby scoop molded in     $750.00  
Side scoops, pair        $150.00  
Front fenders left or right fit stock     $640.00 ea  

67 Shelby Parts fit Mustangs  
1 piece tilt front with deluxe hood , no spoiler. U make hinges.  $2000.00  
Hood stock with fiberglass/kevlar frame     $750.00  
Hood with 1/2 inch taller standard scoop.    $850.00  
Also it fits wider than original but same as steel and modified front  
edge for smoother look.  

Fenders left or right. Fit stock, straight and sturdy.   $640.00 ea  
Nose section fits good, bolt on.      $750.00 ea  
Doors for racing use, fit stock      $750.00 ea  
Lower side scoops 68 style      $200.00 pr  
Upper side scoops       n/a  
Tail light panel stock       $160.00  
Trunk lid 68 style       $500.00  
Endcaps pair        $200.00 pr  
Standard hood or deluxe      $650.00  
GT rear valence        $200.00  
Fast back roof        $600.00  

68 Shelby or Mustang  
Hood bolt on stock       $850.00  
Side scoops lowers only       $200.00 pr  
Trunk lid         $500.00  
End caps        $200.00 pr  
Tail light panel stock       $200.00  
Tail light panel with molded in reflectors    $280.00  
Fenders and doors 67 above           

GTCS trunk lid        $650.00  
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69 Shelby   
Hood          $1000.00  
Fenders         $750.00 ea  
Fast back side scoops       $200.00 pr  
Inner duct for 1/4s       $80.00 pr  
Head light bucket       $160.00 ea  
Connector between head lights      $160.00 ea  
Tail light panel        $250.00  

64 /65 Falcon  
Hood lift off        $400.00  
Fenders  dzus fasten on no inners    $400.00  
Trunk lid   dzus fasten on no inners    $350.00  
Bumpers Call to confirm  

66-67 Fairlane  
427 hood bolt or dz us on      $700.00   

GT40  
Full body kit light weight hand laid, carbon /kevlar   $14,000.00  
 
Nose chopper gun laid includes inners     $2500.00  
Bonnet         $500.00  
Rockers         $1000.00 
Roof steel frame  2 piece bonded     $2000.00  
Door  right 2 piece bonded       $1200.00  
Door  left with gurney bubble      $1300.00  
Back end includes inners      $2500.00  
Total chopper gun made      $11000.00 

68-69 Chevelle   
Factory style cowl induction, bolt on     $850.00  


